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Abstract
This is a survey of algorithms, complexity results, and general solution
techniques for efficiently processing queries on tree-structured data. I focus
on query languages that compute nodes or tuples of nodes – conjunctive
queries, first-order queries, datalog, and XPath. I also point out a number
of connections among previous results that have not been observed before.
The techniques belong to five groups:
1. employing orders on the nodes of the tree for efficient labeling schemes
and structural joins,
2. linear-time algorithms for evaluating Horn-SAT (the datalog tech-
nique),
3. structural decomposition techniques for queries,
4. query rewriting, and
5. holistic query processing techniques that can be explained using ideas
from constraint satisfaction.
1 Introduction
There is now a fair body of research on queries on tree-structured data such as
HTML, XML, and LDAP. On the theoretical side, many results on the expressive
power and complexity of, as well as algorithms for, query processing on trees have
been obtained. There are many applications of this work, for instance in Web
data management [26], information extraction [68, 6, 31], data integration and
exchange [64, 22, 4], stream processing and selective data dissemination [3, 16, 62,
38, 44, 5, 53, 40, 52], telecommunications [7], digital libraries [56], computational
linguistics [11, 35], and data management in science [72, 15, 14].
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In this paper, I survey earlier work on the processing of queries on trees, with
the goal of isolating the essential ideas and techniques that yield efficient query
evaluation. I focus on query languages that compute nodes or tuples of nodes
– conjunctive queries, first-order queries, datalog, and XPath. Both complexity-
theoretic and algorithmic results are presented, and techniques and results are
grouped by the general idea that leads to efficient query processing. I also point
out a number of new connections among previous results.
The paper is structured as follows. I start by introducing and discussing
tree structures and give a motivation for node labeling schemes – the efficient
processing of queries on the navigational structure of trees using structural joins
(Section 2). Next I introduce the query languages studied in this paper and
provide some background on their relative expressiveness (Section 3). I also show
how monadic datalog can be used to process queries on trees efficiently.
In the main body of the paper, I distinguish between techniques that aim
at efficiency by exploiting structural properties of query and data (Section 4),
techniques based on query rewriting (Section 5), and results that employ proper-
ties that lie buried somewhat deeper in the data and that yield “holistic” query
processing techniques (Section 6).
• Section 4 revolves mostly around acyclicity or more generally bounded tree-
or hypertree-width of either data or queries.
• The query rewriting techniques of Section 5 exploit the treeness of the
data – only because of the particularities of tree data are these rewriting
techniques possible – to obtain acyclic queries. The acyclicity of the query
is then used to achieve efficient evaluation. In conjunction with rewriting,
I address streaming algorithms, many of which employ so-called forward
queries which can be obtained by query rewriting.
• In Section 6, I discuss the so-called X-underbar property [45], which yields
efficient query evaluation for conjunctive queries on certain tree structures
by guaranteeing that globally consistent solutions of queries can be found
by the (local) enforcement of arc-consistency. This approach can be traced
back to work on the Constraint Satisfaction problem (CSP) in Artificial
Intelligence (cf. [21]). Holistic twig join techniques [13, 48] have also been
introduced as a technique specifically for processing tree data, and actually,
their underlying idea can be taken as a special case of such arc-consistency-
based constraint processing techniques.
This is the focus of the three main technical sections of this paper. In Sec-
tion 7, I give a summary of the complexity results known for query languages on
trees.
Note: This is not a survey of XPath complexity. The main results
are stated here, but for a detailed survey of this topic see [9].
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I refer to [49, 39] for surveys of the complexity theoretic background used in
this paper. Three kinds of complexity of query evaluation will be considered,
data complexity (where queries are assumed to be fixed and data variable), query
complexity (where the query is variable and the data is assumed to be fixed), and
combined complexity (where both data and query are considered variable) [73].
In a few upper bound results I will assume a uniform machine model in which
pointers can be kept in fixed-size registers.
2 Tree Structures
A relational signature (or schema) is a set of relation names. A σ-structure is a
structure (or database) of signature σ. As a convention, given a structure A, we
use A = |A| (the name of the structure in roman font) to denote its domain and
||A|| to denote the size of the structure in a reasonable machine representation
(cf. e.g. [47, 25, 55]).
An unranked tree is a tree in which each node may have an unbounded number
of children. We consider unranked ordered finite trees, which correspond to the
bare tree structures of the parse trees of XML documents. Such trees can be
represented by two relations Child and NextSibling over the tree domain. Let
Child(u, v) be true iff v is a child of u in the tree and let NextSibling(u, v) be true
iff, for some i, u and v are the i-th and (i + 1)-th children of a common parent
node, respectively, counting from the left (see also Figure 1).
We also consider the transitive (R+, for relation R) as well as the reflexive
and transitive closures (R∗ for relation R) of the relations Child and NextSibling .
The relations Child+, Child∗, and NextSibling+ are also known as Descendant,
Descendant-or-self, and Following-Sibling, respectively, in the W3C XML stan-
dards [76]. Moreover, let
Following(x, y) :⇔ ∃x0∃y0 NextSibling
+(x0, y0) ∧
Child∗(x0, x) ∧ Child
∗(y0, y).
These binary tree navigation relations are commonly called axes [76], a con-
vention that we follow.
Let Σ be a node labeling alphabet. Throughout the paper, if not explicitly
stated otherwise, we do not assume Σ to be fixed. We allow for tree nodes to
be labeled with multiple labels. The tractability results discussed in this paper
support multiple labels while the NP-hardness and expressiveness results do not
make use of them. We use relations (Laba)a∈Σ to represent node labels: Laba(v)
is true iff node v has label a.
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Figure 1: (a) An unranked tree and (b) its representation using the binary rela-
tions FirstChild (ւ) and NextSibling (ց).
Orders and Labeling Schemes
We consider three well-known total orders on finite ordered trees. The pre-order
<pre and the post-order <post can be defined by
x <pre y :⇔ Child
+(x, y) ∨ Following(x, y)
x <post y :⇔ Child
+(y, x) ∨ Following(x, y).
Intuitively, the pre- and postorder correspond to the order in which the opening
resp. closing tag of each node of a tree is seen when reading the corresponding
XML document from left to right. In XML jargon, <pre is also known as document
order [76]. We also consider the ordering <bflr which is given by the sequence by
which the nodes are visited if we traverse the tree breadth-first left-to-right.
As shown above, <pre and <post can be defined from Child
+ and Following.
The converse is also possible:
Child+(x, y) :⇔ x<pre y ∧ y <post x
Following(x, y) :⇔ x<pre y ∧ x<post y
From these axes, all others can be defined in first-order logic. Thus, a node-
labeled tree can be completely represented by one triple (i, j, a) consisting of a
<pre -index i, a <post -index j, and a label a for each node of the tree. (These
indexes are chosen in a way that if two nodes u and v have, say, <pre -indexes i
and i′, then i < i′ iff u<pre v.)
Structural Joins
This is the starting point from which several relational storage schemes for XML
data have been developed [27, 43, 42]. For instance, the extended access support
relations (XASR) of [27] store a tuple consisting of the <pre -index, the <post -
index, the <pre -index of the parent node (NULL for the root node), and a data
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Figure 2: Tree (a) and XASR (b).
value or a label for each node of the data tree. Note that the <pre -index of the
parent node is redundant but allows to efficiently join a node with its parent.
Example 2.1 The tree shown in Figure 2 (a) can be represented by the XASR
of Figure 2 (b). We can define the descendant axis as an SQL view
CREATE VIEW descendant AS
SELECT r1.pre, r2.pre FROM R r1, R r2
WHERE r1.pre < r2.pre AND r2.post < r1.post;
and the child axis as
CREATE VIEW child AS
SELECT parent pre, pre FROM R
WHERE parent pre is not NULL;
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The advantage of such a representation is that its size is not greater than
O(||A|| · log |A|) if A is the domain of tree A while computing pairs of nodes
between which a descendant-relationship holds can be done by a single theta-join
on the representation relation. Such joins are called structural joins [2]. This is
clearly better than computing the transitive closure of the Child relation whenever
such a join is to be performed (which means performing an arbitrary number of
joins in a relational database management system), or storing a quadratically-
sized Child+ relation in the database to avoid the need to compute transitive
closures.
A great number of labeling and indexing schemes for XML tree nodes have
been developed, e.g. [74, 66, 63, 75], which have improved the efficiency of queries
and updates of XML data. The observation that <pre - and <post -indexes are
sufficient to express structural joins for all XPath axes is from [43]; however tree
representations based <pre - and <post -indexes have been known before [23].
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3 Query Languages
FO, MSO, and Conjunctive Queries
We assume familiarity with first-order logic (FO) and k-variable first-order logic
FOk (cf. [25, 55]). Monadic second-order logic (MSO) extends first-order logic
by quantification over set variables, i.e., by variables ranging over sets of nodes,
which coexist with first-order variables that range over single nodes. A k-ary
MSO (FO) query is an MSO (FO) formula with k free first-order variables. We
call the 0-ary queries Boolean. We use lower case node and first-order variable
names and upper case names for labels, relation names, and set variables.
By a positive FO query, we refer to an FO query that does not employ univer-
sal quantification or negation. A conjunctive query is a positive FO query which
in addition does not use disjunction. We will usually use the standard (datalog)
rule notation for conjunctive queries (cf. [1]).
The containment of queries Q and Q′ is defined in the normal way: Query Q
is said to be contained in Q′ (denoted Q ⊆ Q′) iff, for all tree structures A, Q′
returns at least all tuples on A that Q returns on A. (To cover Boolean queries,
tuples here may be nullary.) Two queries Q,Q′ are called equivalent (denoted
Q ≡ Q′) iff Q ⊆ Q′ and Q′ ⊆ Q.
Core XPath
Many results on XPath apply to the fragment that deals only with the navi-
gational structure of an XML document. This fragment, denoted Core XPath,
consists of expressions whose input is a node and whose output is either a set
of nodes or a Boolean. The latter are also referred to as qualifiers. We will use
p, p′, . . . to vary over general XPath expressions, while q, q′, . . . will be used to
denote qualifiers. Expressions are built up from the grammar
p ::= step | p/p | p ∪ p
step ::= axis | step[q]
axis ::= arel | arel−1 | Self
arel ::= Child | Descendant | Descendant-or-self
| Following-Sibling | Following
q ::= p | lab() = L | q ∧ q | q ∨ q | ¬q,
where axis stands for the names of the axis relations, L denotes the labels in
Σ, and ∧,∨,¬ stand for and (conjunction), or (disjunction) and not (negation),
respectively.
An expression p in Core XPath over a tree structure D is interpreted as a
function [[p]]NodeSet from a node to a set of nodes, while a qualifier q is interpreted
as a unary predicate [[q]]Boolean : Nodes → NodeSet . A unary Core XPath query
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is of the form [[p]]NodeSet(root) and thus defines a set of nodes. The semantic
functions are defined inductively on the structure of p, q. For NodeSet expressions
p we have
(P1) [[Self]]NodeSet(n) := {n}.
[[R]]NodeSet(n) := {n
′ : R(n, n′)}.
[[R−1]]NodeSet(n) := {n
′ : R(n′, n)}.
(P2) [[step[q]]]NodeSet(n) := {n
′ : n′ ∈ [[step]]NodeSet(n) ∧ [[q]]Boolean(n
′) =true}.
(P3) [[p1/p2]]NodeSet(n) := {v : ∃w ∈ [[p1]]NodeSet(n) ∧ v ∈ [[p2]]NodeSet(w)}.
(P4) [[p1 ∪ p2]]NodeSet(n) := [[p1]]NodeSet(n) ∪ [[p2]]NodeSet(n).
For qualifiers q we have
(Q1) [[lab() = L]]Boolean(n) :⇔ LabL(n)
(Q2) [[p]]Boolean(n) :⇔ [[p]]NodeSet(n) 6= ∅
(Q3) [[q1 ∧ q2]]Boolean(n) :⇔ [[q1]]Boolean(n) ∧ [[q2]]Boolean(n)
(Q4) [[q1 ∨ q2]]Boolean(n) :⇔ [[q1]]Boolean(n) ∨ [[q2]]Boolean(n)
(Q5) [[¬q]]Boolean(n) :⇔ ¬[[q]]Boolean(n)
By positive Core XPath, we will refer to Core XPath without negation. We
say that a Core XPath query is conjunctive if it does not use disjunction, union,
or negation.
Monadic Datalog
We assume the function-free logic programming syntax and semantics of the
datalog language known and refer to [1] for a detailed survey of datalog. Mo-
nadic datalog [18, 31] is obtained from full datalog by requiring all intensional
predicates to be unary. For monadic datalog, one obtains a unary query by
distinguishing one intensional predicate as the query predicate.
We use tree structures of signature
τ+ = 〈Dom, Root , Leaf , (Laba)a∈Σ,FirstChild , NextSibling , LastSibling〉
where Dom is the set of nodes in the tree and the remaining predicates can be
defined from Child and NextSibling in FO as follows:
Root(x) :⇔ ¬∃x0 Child(x0, x)
Leaf (x) :⇔ ¬∃y Child(x, y)
FirstSibling(x) :⇔ ¬∃x0 NextSibling(x0, x)
LastSibling(x) :⇔ ¬∃y NextSibling(x, y)
FirstChild(x, y) :⇔ Child(x, y) ∧ FirstSibling(y)
Of course these definitions are to be considered relativized to the tree domain.
(We make Root , Leaf , and LastSibling part of the input because datalog cannot
express negation, which we used to define these relations above.)
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algorithm Minoux(propositional Horn formula Φ)
// let Φ = (p1,1 ∨ ¬p1,2 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬p1,k1) ∧ . . . ∧
// (pl,1 ∨ ¬pl,2 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬pl,kl).
begin
list<rule id> rules[pred id];
int size[rule id];
pred id head[rule id];
queue<pred id> q;
// initialization of data structures
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l do begin
head[i] := pi,1;
size[i] := ki − 1;
for 2 ≤ j ≤ ki do append i to rules[pi,j ];
if ki = 1 then append i to q;
end;
// main loop
while queue is not empty do begin
p := pop first element off q;
output “p is true”;
for each i in rules[p] do begin
size[i] := size[i] - 1;
if size[i] = 0 then append head[i] to q;
end;
end;
end.
Figure 3: Linear-time algorithm for solving propositional Horn-SAT (Minoux’
Algorithm).
Example 3.1 The monadic datalog program over τ+
P0(x) ← LabelL(x). (1)
P0(x0) ← NextSibling(x0, x), P0(x). (2)
P (x0) ← FirstChild(x0, x), P0(x). (3)
P0(x) ← P (x). (4)
with query predicate P computes those nodes that have an ancestor labeled L.
2
While monadic datalog over arbitrary finite structures is NP-complete w.r.t.
combined complexity (see e.g. [31]),
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Theorem 3.2 ([31]) Monadic datalog over τ+ has time O(|P|∗|Dom|) combined
complexity (where |P| is the size of the program and |Dom| the size of the tree).
This follows from the fact that all binary relations in τ+ have bidirectional
functional dependencies; for instance, each node has at most one first child and
is the first child of at most one other node. Given a program P, an equivalent
ground (i.e., propositional) program can be computed in time O(|P| ∗ |Dom|).
Ground programs can be evaluated in linear time using Minoux’ Algorithm [59],
shown in Figure 3.
Example 3.3 The following Horn-SAT program is a ground version of the pro-
gram of Example 3.1.
r1 : LabelL(3)←; r2 : FirstChild(1, 2)←; r3 : NextSibling(2, 3)←;
d1 : P0(1)← LabelL(1); d2 : P0(2)← LabelL(2); r4 : P0(3)← LabelL(3);
d3 : P0(1)← P (1); d4 : P0(2)← P (2); d5 : P0(3)← P (3);
r5 : P0(2)← NextSibling(2, 3), P0(3); r6 : P (1)← FirstChild(1, 2), P0(2)
For simplicity, let us drop the rules d1, . . . , d5 and relabel the ground atoms using
integers.
r1 : 1← r2 : 2← r3 : 3←
r4 : 4← 1 r5 : 5← 3, 4 r6 : 6← 2, 5
The initialization phase of Minoux’ algorithm produces the data structures
size
r1 0
r2 0
r3 0
r4 1
r5 2
r6 2
head
r1 1
r2 2
r3 3
r4 4
r5 5
r6 6
rules
1 [r4]
2 [r6]
3 [r5]
4 [r5]
5 [r6]
6 [ ]
q = [1, 2, 3]
The main loop of Minoux’ algorithm in the first iteration takes 1 off the queue,
outputs it, for each rule r in rules[1] (that is, only r4) decrements size[r] by one,
and, since size[r4] becomes 0, appends head[r4] = 4 to the queue. Next, it pops
2 off the queue and proceeds analogously. 2
It is folklore that each monadic datalog query over arbitrary finite structures
can be defined by an equivalent unary MSO query. For trees, but not for general
structures, the reverse holds as well: A unary query is definable in monadic
datalog over τ+ iff it is definable in MSO over τ+ [31].
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It is known from [41] that unless the parametric-complexity equivalent of
P = NP holds, MSO is nonelementarily more succinct than monadic datalog
on trees.1 This is not surprising because MSO (even FO) on trees is known
to be PSpace-complete and thus considerably harder than monadic datalog on
τ+-structures.
Each monadic datalog program over trees can be efficiently rewritten into an
equivalent program using only very restricted syntax.
Definition 3.4 A monadic datalog program P over τ+ is in Tree-Marking Nor-
mal Form (TMNF) if each rule of P is of one of the following three forms:
(1) p(x)← p0(x). (2) p(x)← p0(x0), B(x0, x).
(3) p(x)← p0(x), p1(x).
where the unary predicates p0 and p1 are either intensional or of τ
+ and B is
either R or R−1, where R is a binary predicate from τ+. 2
In [31], it was shown that for each monadic datalog program P over τ+ ∪
{Child}, there is an equivalent TMNF program over τ+ which can be computed
in time O(|P|). In [29, 51] an automata-based technique was developed for eval-
uating TMNF programs in time O(f(|Q|) + ||A||).
Each Core XPath query can be translated into an equivalent TMNF query
in linear time [29]. The slightly curious fact here is that this remains true in
the presence of negation in Core XPath, for which no analogous language feature
exists in datalog.
4 Exploiting Bounded Tree-Width
We recall the well-studied graph-theoretical notion of tree-width. LetG = (V G, EG)
be an undirected graph (edge relation EG is symmetric). A tree decomposition
of G is a pair (T, χ) such that T is a rooted tree with nodes V T , χ is a function
χ : V T → 2V
G
that maps each node of tree T to a subset of V G, for each edge
(u, v) ∈ EG there exists a node w ∈ V T such that u, v ∈ χ(w), and for each node
u ∈ V G, the set {v ∈ V T | u ∈ χ(v)} induces a connected subtree of T . The
width of tree decomposition (T, χ) is defined as
(
max{|χ(v)| | v ∈ V T}
)
− 1.
The tree-width of a graph G is the smallest width over all tree decompositions
of G. Intuitively, graphs of low tree-width are very tree-like. As a special case,
the connected graphs of tree-width one are precisely the trees. An example of a
graph and a tree decomposition (of width 2) for it is given in Figures 4 (a) and
(b), respectively.
1That is, there are MSO queries Q on trees for which the sizes of the smallest equivalent
monadic datalog queries cannot be bounded by any fixed tower of exponentials 22
2
··
·|Q|
.
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Figure 4: A (Child ,NextSibling)-tree is a graph of tree-width two.
Queries
The tree-width of a conjunctive query Q over a vocabulary of at most binary
relation symbols is defined as the tree-width of the graph G = (V,E) where V
consists of the variables of Q and (x, y), (y, x) ∈ E if there is an atom R(x, y) in
Q. The conjunctive queries of bounded tree-width can be evaluated in polynomial
time.
Theorem 4.1 ([17]) A Boolean conjunctive query Q of tree-width k can be eval-
uated on a database A with domain A in time O((|A|k+1 + ||A||) ∗ |Q|).
It is known [54] that conjunctive FOk+1 queries have tree-width ≤ k. Both
this result and Theorem 4.1 generalize from conjunctive to FO queries [28]. Thus,
while FO over trees is known to be PSpace-complete with respect to combined
complexity, FOk (even over arbitrary relational structures) is known to be in
time O(||A||k ∗ |Q|). Since Core XPath queries can be translated efficiently, in
linear time, into equivalent FO2 queries [57, 9], Boolean Core XPath is in time
O(||A||2 · |Q|).
These combined complexity bounds can be improved upon by moving from the
notion of tree-width to that of hypertree-width [37]. The conjunctive queries of
hypertree-width 1 coincide with the so-called acyclic conjunctive queries (cf. e.g.
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[1]). As shown by Yannakakis in [77], the acyclic (Boolean or unary) conjunctive
queries can be evaluated in time O(||A|| · |Q|). The idea of this algorithm is to
process the join tree of the query bottom-up and project, as soon as possible,
after each join, all the columns of the intermediate result which are not needed in
subsequent joins away. The acyclicity of the query ensures that the intermediate
results are always (projected) subsets of a single input relation and therefore
not larger than the input. For unary queries, the join tree of the query has to
be oriented in such a way that the output is a subset of a column of the input
relation at the root of the join tree.
Conjunctive Core XPath queries are acyclic (see [32]) and can be evaluated
using Yannakakis’ algorithm both in linear time in the data and efficiently in the
size of the query.
Proposition 4.2 ([33]) The unary conjunctive Core XPath queries Q (with all
axes) can be evaluated in time O(||A|| · |Q|) on structures A.
Full XPath 1.0 was shown to be in polynomial time for combined complexity
[33], and while XPath queries in general do not strictly fit into the framework of
first-order queries of bounded hypertree-width, it is argued in [10, 9] that there
is no second main idea for their tractability.
One may ask whether XPath is also PTime-hard, or alternatively, whether
it is in the complexity class NC and thus effectively parallelizable. Apart from
theoretical interest, a precise characterization of the XPath evaluation problem
in terms of parallel complexity classes may hint at what computational resources
are necessarily required for query evaluation. For example, it is strongly con-
jectured that all algorithms for solving PTime-hard problems actually require
a polynomial amount of working memory. However, performing XPath query
evaluation with limited memory resources is important in practice, e.g. in the
context of data stream processing.
It was shown in [34] that Core XPath is PTime-hard (and the proof of [34]
can be easily adapted to show the PTime-hardness of FO2 on trees), but that
already positive Core XPath is in LogCFL w.r.t. combined complexity. For
conjunctive Core XPath, this actually already follows from acyclicity and the
following result:
Theorem 4.3 ([36]) The conjunctive queries of bounded hypertree-width over
arbitrary relational structures are in LogCFL w.r.t. combined complexity.
Tree Data
We say that a structure which consists only of unary and binary relations has
tree-width k if the union of (the symmetric closure of) its binary relations has
tree-width k.
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It is well known that Boolean MSO queries on trees correspond to tree au-
tomata and have linear-time data complexity [71, 24]. A more general version of
this fact for bounded tree-width structures is known as Courcelle’s Theorem [19],
which can be further generalized to
Theorem 4.4 ([28]) Let C be a class of structures of bounded tree-width. For
a fixed MSO formula φ, there is an algorithm that evaluates φ on each structure
A ∈ C in time O(||A||+ ||φ(A)||).
That is, this algorithm runs in time linear in the size of the input and the
output, and in particular in linear time in the size of the input on MSO formulas
with at most one free variable.
One can verify that unranked ordered trees represented by (Child ,NextSibling)-
structures have tree-width two because the union of their binary relations Child
and NextSibling has tree-width two (see Figure 4, where each node v is labeled
with χ(v)). Transitive axis relations such as Child+ or NextSibling (cf. Section 2)
do not have bounded tree-width in general, but it is not difficult to map Core
XPath queries with transitive axes to MSO over a signature with Child and
NextSibling [30]. For instance, R∗(x, y), where R∗ is the reflexive and transitive
closure of relation R, can be defined in MSO as ∀S
(
S(x)∧∀u∀v S(u)∧R(u, v)→
S(v)
)
→ S(y). From this we can conclude that unary Core XPath, just like FO
and MSO, is in linear time w.r.t. data complexity.
Reductions from MSO to automata do not yield good upper bounds on the
combined complexity of queries, however. Indeed, they are necessarily nonele-
mentary [58, 67]. For Core XPath, a doubly exponential translation to automata
is implicit in [29, 51].
5 Query Rewriting
Each positive query on trees can also be formulated as an acyclic positive query.
This is in contrast to full FO (i.e., with negation) on trees, which is known to be
stronger than acyclic FO on trees resp. Core XPath [57].
Theorem 5.1 ([62, 8, 35]) For every conjunctive query over trees there is an
equivalent acyclic positive query. This query can be computed in exponential time.
Proof. For notational simplicity, we will assume that the input query ∃x1 · · ·xk Q
(k ≥ 0), with Q a conjunction of atomic formulas that uses variables x1, . . . , xk, is
Boolean. The proof, however, immediately generalizes to conjunctive queries of
arbitrary arity. W.l.o.g., we assume that Q contains no Following-atoms. (These
can be rewritten using Child∗ and NextSibling+ atoms as described in Section 2.)
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R \ S Child Child+ NextSibling NextSibling+
Child unsat unsat sat sat
Child+ sat sat sat sat
NextSibling unsat unsat unsat unsat
NextSibling+ unsat unsat sat sat
Table 1: Satisfiability of R(x, z) ∧ S(y, z) ∧ x <pre y for pairs of axes R, S.
Consider the conjunctive normal form formula
φ :⇔
∧
1≤i<j≤k
(xi = xj ∨ xi <pre xj ∨ xj <pre xi).
Let Ψ be the set consisting of the 3(
k
2
) disjuncts of the disjunctive normal form of
φ. For ψ ∈ Ψ let Qψ be the conjunction of atomic formulas obtained from Q∧ψ
by the following steps, in the indicated order.
1. We remove all occurrences of equality atoms x = y in arbitrary order and
replace, for each such atom, all occurrences of y by x.
2. For R ∈ {Child ,NextSibling}, we remove all atoms R∗(x, x) from Qψ and
replace all occurrences of R∗(x, y) (where x and y are different variables)
by R+(x, y). The latter is an equivalent rewriting since Qψ contains either
atom x <pre y or y <pre x, thus x and y must map to different nodes.
3. For R ∈ {Child ,NextSibling}, if Qψ contains atoms R(x, y), R
+(x, y) then
R+(x, y) is removed from Qψ.
Observe that the binary atoms or Qψ use only Child , Child
+, NextSibling ,
NextSibling+, and <pre as predicates. We can verify that ∃~x Qψ is true if and
only if ∃~x Q ∧ ψ.
Let Q = {∃~x Qψ | ψ ∈ Ψ}. Then
Q ≡ ∃~x Q ∧ φ ≡
∨
{∃~x Q ∧ ψ | ψ ∈ Ψ} ≡
∨
Q.
In the following, we will call the binary relation E with
xEy :⇔ there is an atomic formula R(x, y) in Qψ
(with R a binary predicate – either an axis or <pre) the graph of Qψ. Note that
E is either cyclic or defines a total order on the variables in Qψ because there is
an edge between any two variables of Qψ.
Now, for each Qψ of Q, we repeat the following steps until we terminate:
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• If the graph of Qψ is cyclic, Qψ is unsatisfiable and is removed from Q.
Termination. Otherwise, the graph of Qψ is acyclic and thus constitutes a
total order of the variables in Qψ.
• If Qψ contains atoms R(x, y), S(x, y) where R ∈ {Child , Child
+} and S ∈
{NextSibling ,NextSibling+}, Qψ is unsatisfiable and is removed from Q.
Termination.
• If there are no two atoms R(x, z), S(y, z) in Qψ with x and y distinct vari-
ables and R, S different from <pre then Qψ is acyclic. Termination.
• We choose the pairs of atoms R(x, z), S(y, z) (x and y distinct variables
and R, S different from <pre) such that z is maximal w.r.t. the total order
given by the graph of Qψ. From among these, we choose a pair such that
x is minimal w.r.t. the total order. By our choice, x<pre y is in Qψ. If
R(x, z) ∧ S(y, z) ∧ x<pre y is unsatisfiable (the unsatisfiable cases can be
found in Table 1), remove Qψ from Q and terminate. Otherwise, replace
atom R(x, z) by R(x, y).
The above algorithm terminates because there are no more than
(
k
2
)
non-<pre-
atoms and whenever we replace an atom R(x, z) by an atom R(x, y), y is smaller
than z w.r.t. the total order. Once we have processed a pair of atoms R(x, z),
S(y, z), we never have to process pairs of atoms R′(x, z), S ′(y′, z) for the same x
and z again. Thus processing a single Qψ takes polynomial time and the complete
rewriting of Q takes exponential time.
It can be verified that replacing R(x, z) in the satisfiable cases of R(x, z) ∧
S(y, z) ∧ x<pre y by R(x, y) is an equivalent rewriting:
• R = Child+, S ∈ {Child ,Child+}: if x and y are ancestors of z, then
x<pre y implies that x is an ancestor of y.
• R = NextSibling+, S ∈ {NextSibling, NextSibling+}: analogous.
• R ∈ {Child ,Child+}, S ∈ {NextSibling , NextSibling+}: Since x is a par-
ent/ancestor of z and y is a left sibling of z, x is also a parent/ancestor of
y.
Each conjunctive query Qψ in the set Q obtained as described above is acyclic
if all the <pre -atoms are removed. Doing just that is an equivalent rewriting: Let
Q′ψ be the conjunction of atoms of Qψ excluding the <pre -atoms of Qψ. Then
∃~x Qψ ⊆ ∃~x Q
′
ψ ⊆ ∃~x Q; thus, ∃~x Q ≡
∨
Q ⊆
∨
{∃~x Q′ψ | Qψ ∈ Q} ⊆ ∃~x Q. 2
It follows that if we take the size of the query as fixed, the positive Boolean
queries can be evaluated in linear time using Yannakakis’ algorithm.
Corollary 5.2 A fixed positive Boolean FO query can be evaluated on trees A in
time O(||A||).
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Note that this also follows from known results on the translation of FO – or
more generally, MSO – queries on trees into tree automata and the evaluation of
such automata on trees. These translations work for related reasons.
Discussion and Related Work
The rewrite algorithm of the proof of Theorem 5.1 can be easily improved in two
ways.
• First, in the proof above, Q was rewritten using formulas ψ that amount to
all embeddings of the variables of Q into total orders of no more than k ele-
ments, plus many inconsistent formulas φ. Instead, [35] only makes choices
of order among two variables x, y if there is a pair of atoms R(x, z), S(y, z)
that has to be rewritten.
• Second, using more fine-grained rewrite rules one can further reduce the
number of copies of Q that have to be rewritten. The rewrite rules of
[35] do not require us for each atom Child∗(x, y) or NextSibling∗(x, y) to
first choose whether x<pre y to either eliminate the atom or replace it by
Child+(x, y) or NextSibling+(x, y).
The special case of the above theorem that conjunctive queries using the Child
and Child+ axes can be rewritten into APQs is stated in [8]. Similar techniques
to those of the previous proof were used in [62] to eliminate backward axes from
XPath expressions and in [69] to rewrite first-order queries over trees given by
certain regular path relations.
There are signatures with axes for which all conjunctive queries can be rewrit-
ten into APQs in polynomial time. It is implicit in [31] that any query in
CQ[{Child ,NextSibling}] can be rewritten into an equivalent acyclic query in
CQ[{Child ,NextSibling}] query in linear time. The proof of linear-time trans-
latability of monadic datalog into TMNF uses this result: acyclic monadic datalog
rules can be easily split up into rules with no more than two body atoms.
However, the translation from conjunctive queries into APQs in general is
necessarily exponential: As shown in [35], there are conjunctive queries over trees,
using just the Child+ (or Child∗) axis, that cannot be polynomially translated
into equivalent APQs.
Evaluating Positive Queries using XPath
By a forward XPath query we refer to an XPath query which uses only the
forward axes Child , Child+, NextSibling , and NextSibling+, but none of their
inverses such as Parent or Ancestor . Since the rewrite technique of the proof of
Theorem 5.1 produces sets of acyclic conjunctive queries that are forest-shaped in
a strong sense – there are no pairs of atoms R(x, z), S(y, z) – each acyclic positive
query can be rewritten into an equivalent forward Core XPath query [62].
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A streaming algorithm scans its input data only once from left to right. The
first work to present a streaming algorithm for evaluating (forward) XPath that
takes only memory linear in the depth of the tree and runs in time polynomial
in the size of (the data and) the query was [61]. There, the exponential size of
automata is avoided by not compiling automata for managing and recognizing
the subexpressions of an XPath query into a single automaton but keeping them
apart, as a transducer network . A similar transducer-network based approach
to streaming XPath processing was developed in [65]. A different algorithm for
polynomial-time streaming XPath processing was presented in [50].
6 Global vs. Arc-Consistency
Let Q be a conjunctive query and let A denote the finite domain, i.e. in case of a
tree the set of nodes. A pre-valuation for Q is a total function Θ : Var(Q)→ 2A
that assigns to each variable of Q a nonempty subset of A. A valuation for Q is
a total function θ : Var(Q)→ A.
Let A be a relational structure of unary and binary relations. A pre-valuation
Θ is called arc-consistent2 iff
• for each unary atom P (x) in Q and each v ∈ Θ(x), P (v) is true (in A) and
• for each binary atom R(x, y) in Q, for each v ∈ Θ(x) there exists w ∈ Θ(y)
such that R(v, w) is true and for each w ∈ Θ(y) there exists v ∈ Θ(x) such
that R(v, w) is true.
A valuation θ is called consistent if it satisfies the query. In this case, for a
Boolean query, we also say that the structure is a model of the query and the
valuation a satisfaction. Obviously, a valuation is consistent if and only if the
pre-valuation Θ defined by Θ(x) 7→ {θ(x)} is arc-consistent.
Example 6.1 Consider the Boolean conjunctive query q ← R(x, y), S(x, y) and
the database
R
1 2
3 4
S
3 2
1 4
Then Θ : x 7→ {1, 3}, y 7→ {2, 4} is an arc-consistent prevaluation of q. How-
ever, q is not consistent. 2
Proposition 6.2 (Folklore) There is an algorithm which checks in time O(||A||·
|Q|) whether an arc-consistent pre-valuation of Q on A exists, and if it does, re-
turns one.
2This notion is well-known in constraint satisfaction, cf. [21].
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Proof. We phrase the problem of computing Θ by deciding, for each x, v, whether
v 6∈ Θ(x) as an instance P of propositional Horn-SAT. The propositional predi-
cates are the atoms Θ(x, v) (where x ∈ Vars(Q), v ∈ A are constants), and the
Horn clauses are
{Θ(x, v)← . | P (x) ∈ Q, v ∈ A, ¬PA(v)} ∪
{Θ(x, v)←
∧
{Θ(y, w) | RA(v, w)}. | R(x, y) ∈ Q, v ∈ A} ∪
{Θ(y, w)←
∧
{Θ(x, v) | RA(v, w)}. | R(x, y) ∈ Q, w ∈ A}
Let Θ be the binary relation defined by P and let
Θ(x) 7→ {v ∈ A | (x, v) 6∈ Θ}.
If Θ(x) = ∅ for some variable x, no arc-consistent pre-valuation of Q on A
exists and Q is not satisfied. Otherwise, Θ is an arc-consistent pre-valuation and
contains all arc-consistent pre-valuations of Q and A.
We can compute program P, evaluate it using Minoux’ algorithm ([59], see
Figure 3), and compute Θ in total time linear in the size of P, which is O(||A|| ·
|Q|). 2
Actually, this algorithm computes the unique subset-maximal arc-consistent
pre-valuation of Q on A.
Let < be a total order on A = |A| and Θ be a pre-valuation. Then the
valuation θ with θ(x) 7→ v iff v is the smallest node in Θ(x) w.r.t. < is called the
minimum valuation w.r.t. < in Θ.
Definition 6.3 Let A be a relational structure, R a binary relation in A, and
< a total order on A = |A|. Then, R is said to have the X-property w.r.t. < iff
for all n0, n1, n2, n3 ∈ A such that n0 < n1 and n2 < n3,
R(n1, n2) ∧R(n0, n3)⇒ R(n0, n2).
Figure 5 illustrates why the property is called X (read as “X-underbar”). Let
us consider two vertical bars both representing the order < bottom-up (i.e., with
the smallest value at the bottom). Let each edge (u, v) in R be represented by
an arc from node u on the left bar to node v on the right bar. Then, whenever
there are two crossing arcs (u, v) and (u′, v′) in this diagram, then there must be
an arc (min(u, u′),min(v, v′)), the “underbar”, in the diagram as well.
The X-property was introduced in [45]. It was shown there that theH-coloring
problem (or equivalently the conjunctive query evaluation problem) on graphs H
with the X-property is polynomial-time solvable (see also [46]). We rephrase this
result as a tool for efficiently evaluating conjunctive queries.
Let A be a structure of unary and binary relations and let < be a total order
on |A|. Structure A is said to have the X-property w.r.t. < if all binary relations
R in A have the X-property w.r.t. <.
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Figure 5: The X-property. Graph (a) and its illustration by arcs between two
bars (b). For crossing arcs R(u, v) and R(u′, v′), say u < u′ and v′ < v, there
must be an arc R(u, v′).
Lemma 6.4 Let A be a structure with the X-property w.r.t. < and let Θ be an
arc-consistent pre-valuation on A for a given conjunctive query over the relations
of A. Then, the minimum valuation in Θ w.r.t. < is consistent.
Proof. Let θ denote the minimum valuation in Θ w.r.t. <. To prove θ consistent,
we only need to show the following: If R(x, y) is any binary atom of Q with
variables x, y then R(θ(x), θ(y)) is true in A. Let θ(x) = n0 and θ(y) = n2.
Since Θ is arc-consistent there exists a node n1 ∈ Θ(x) such that R(n1, n2) and a
node n3 ∈ Θ(y) such that R(n0, n3). If n0 = n1 or n2 = n3 then R(θ(x), θ(y)) =
R(n0, n2) is true and we are done. Otherwise, since θ is a minimum valuation
we have n0 < n1 (because n0 = θ(x) = minΘ(x), n1 ∈ Θ(x), and n0 6= n1) and
n2 < n3 (because n2 = θ(y) = minΘ(y), n3 ∈ Θ(y), and n2 6= n3). Then it
follows from Definition 6.3 that R(n0, n2). 2
Clearly, if no arc-consistent pre-valuation of Q on A exists, there is no con-
sistent valuation for Q on A.
Theorem 6.5 (GWW1992) Given a structure A with the X-property w.r.t. <
and a Boolean conjunctive query Q over A, Q can be evaluated on A in time
O(||A|| · |Q|).
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, all we need to do to check whether a Boolean query Q is
satisfied is to try to compute the subset-maximal arc-consistent pre-valuation Θ
with respect to Q. By Proposition 6.2, this can be done in time O(||A|| · |Q|). If
it exists, Q returns true; otherwise, Q returns false. 2
If follows that checking whether a given tuple 〈a1, . . . , ak〉 is in the result of
a k-ary conjunctive query on structures with the X-property w.r.t. some order
can be decided in time O(||A|| · |Q|) as well. All we need to do is to add (new)
singleton unary relations X1 = {a1}, . . . , Xk = {ak} to A and to rewrite the
query Q(x1, . . . , xk)← Φ(x1, . . . , xk) into the Boolean query Q← Φ(x1, . . . , xk)∧
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X1(x1) ∧ · · · ∧ Xk(xk). A k-ary conjunctive query Q over A with A = |A| can
thus be evaluated on A in time O(|A|k · ||A|| · |Q|).
It is straightforward to show that
Proposition 6.6 ([30]) The axes
1. Child+ and Child∗ have the X-property w.r.t. <pre ,
2. Following has the X-property w.r.t. <post , and
3. Child, NextSibling, NextSibling∗, and NextSibling+ have the X-property
w.r.t. <bflr .
It follows immediately from Theorem 6.5 that
Corollary 6.7 Conjunctive queries over each of the following signatures are in
polynomial time w.r.t. combined complexity:
τ1 := 〈(Laba)a∈Σ,Child
+,Child∗〉
τ2 := 〈(Laba)a∈Σ,Following〉
τ3 := 〈(Laba)a∈Σ,Child ,NextSibling,
NextSibling∗,NextSibling+〉
One can verify that Proposition 6.6 lists all the cases where the X-property
holds for any of the axis relations and the orders <pre , <post , or <bflr . And
indeed, the conjunctive queries over any signature of unary and axis relations
not contained in either τ1, τ2, or τ3 are NP-complete: The X-property yields a
complete characterization of the tractability frontier for classes of conjunctive
queries over trees given by unary and axis relations.
Theorem 6.8 (Dichotomy Theorem, [35]) Unless P = NP , the conjunctive
queries over structures of binary axis relations F and unary relations are in P if
and only if there is a total order < such that all binary relations in F have the
X-property w.r.t. <. For each such class of queries, the query evaluation problem
is either in P or NP -complete.
A precise complexity characterization within PTime of the polynomial classes
of queries remains open.
Holistic Processing of Acyclic Queries
The maximal arc-consistent pre-valuation Θ of a query as computed by the al-
gorithm of Proposition 6.2 subsumes all consistent valuations of θ. If θ(x) = v,
then v ∈ Θ(x). For acyclic conjunctive queries, the converse holds as well.
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algorithm enumerate satisfactions(int i)
// Let the variables of query Q be numbered x1, . . . , xn
// by a pre-order depth-first left-to-right traversal of the
// query tree. Let parent(xi) denote the parent variable
// of xi in the query tree. Partial function θ is a global
// variable.
begin
for each v ∈ Θ(xi) do
if i = 1 or tuple (θ(parent(xi)), v) satisfies the atom
of Q connecting parent(xi) with xi then
begin
θ(xi) := v;
if i = n then output θ;
else enumerate satisfactions(i+1);
end
end.
Figure 6: Algorithm for enumerating solutions of an acyclic conjunctive query Q
represented by an arc-consistent pre-valuation Θ.
Proposition 6.9 Let Q be an acyclic conjunctive query over unary and binary
relations and let Θ be an arc-consistent pre-valuation of Q. Then for any variable
x of Q and each v ∈ Θ(x), there is a consistent valuation θ of Q such that
θ(x) = v.
Proof. We may assume that Q is connected (if this is not the case, we can
connect the query by adding atoms of the complete binary relation A× A, with
A the domain of the structure). By Qy, we denote the subset of atoms of Q in
which y either appears or which are below y in the query tree. Without loss of
generality, Q is oriented in such a way that variable x is the root and Qx is Q.
We prove by induction that for any variable y and any arc-consistent pre-
valuation Θ of Qy with u ∈ Θ(y), there is a consistent valuation θ of Qy such
that θ(y) = u.
Induction start: If y is a leaf of the query tree, Qy consists only of unary
atoms over y. Clearly, u ∈ Θ(y) implies that θ : y 7→ u is consistent.
Induction step: Let the variables y1, . . . , yn be the children of y in the query
tree. Let there be an arc-consistent pre-valuation Θ of Qy with u ∈ Θ(y). Then
there must be data tree nodes u1, . . . , un such that for each i the binary atom
R(y, yi) (or R(yi, y)) that connects y and yi holds on (u, ui) resp. (ui, u). But
then the restriction Θ|Qyi of Θ to the variables of Qyi is an arc-consistent pre-
valuation of Qyi with ui ∈ Θ|Qyi(yi). By the induction hypothesis, there is a
consistent valuation θyi of Qyi with θyi(yi) = ui. But then the valuation θ with
y 7→ u and z 7→ θyi(z) for each variable z of Qyi and each 1 ≤ i ≤ n is consistent
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for Qy. 2
But then the maximum arc-consistent pre-valuation for a query and a struc-
ture computed by the algorithm of Proposition 6.2 is also a compact representa-
tion of precisely all the solutions of Q. These solutions can be read out from the
pre-valuation by the recursive algorithm shown in Figure 6, invoked as enumer-
ate satisfactions(1).
Note that Proposition 6.9 is a rephrasing of a known result about acyclic
queries: each tuple in the result of a full reducer contributes to a valuation [77]
(cf. [1]). Computing the maximal arc-consistent prevaluation for an acyclic query
is nothing other than applying a full reducer.
Proposition 6.9 guarantees that the algorithm of Figure 6 does not need
to perform any backtracking to enumerate all solutions. Given Θ, enumer-
ate satisfactions(1) runs in time O(|A| · ||Q(A)||), where A is the domain of the
structure and ||Q(A)|| is the size of the output of the query.
This approach has been taken in work on so-called holistic twig joins [13, 48].
Indeed, this approach to evaluating a tree-shaped query does not proceed step
by step but evaluates all structural joins at once. In [13], it is shown how path-
shaped queries that only involve Child and Child+ as binary relations can be
processed efficiently. As we have seen, this approach can be generalized much
beyond path queries and these two axes.
The algorithms of [13] also suggest further structure within the sets Θ(x) and
the use of pointers between the elements of Θ(y) and Θ(yi) if yi is a child of y in
the query tree. This allows to iterate only over elements of the Θ that are relevant
to solutions and to reduce the running time of enumerate satisfactions(1) to time
O(||Q(A)||). For simplicity, let us assume a uniform machine model in which
pointers have constant size. Then,
Proposition 6.10 The k-ary acyclic conjunctive queries Q on trees A can be
evaluated in time O(|Q| · ||A||+ ||Q(A)||).
7 Complexity Summary
In this section I provide a summary of previous results on the complexity of
queries on trees. In order not to be overly repetitive, I refer to Section 4 for
results on MSO, FO, and FOk and Section 6 for results on conjunctive queries.
An overview of the complexity results discussed in this section can be found in
Figure 7. These are put into context with a display of the relative expressiveness
of the query languages. The Venn diagram notation refers to complexity classes
(we make the usual complexity-theoretic assumptions that LOGCFL ⊂ P ⊂
NP ⊂ PSPACE) and the arrows refer to expressive power; L1 → L2 means that
each query in language L1 can be translated into an equivalent query in L2. The
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NP-complete
mon.datalog[X]
P-complete
MSO
PSPACE-complete
FO
FO3
Core XPath
FO2
pos. FO
TMNFXPath
CQ[X]pos. Core XPath
LOGCFL-complete
Conjunctive Queries
NP
PSPACE
P
Figure 7: Complexity and expressive power of query languages over trees.
notation L[X] refers to the queries of language L using only binary relations from
an axis set for which conjunctive queries are tractable by the X-property (see
Section 6).
Monadic Datalog
As observed in Section 3, while full datalog is EXPTIME-complete (c.f. e.g. to
[20]), monadic datalog over arbitrary finite structures is in NP. The complexity of
monadic datalog over a given set of axes is always the same as that of conjunctive
queries over the same axes (see Section 6). Monadic datalog over trees defined by
unary relations and the binary relations FirstChild and NextSibling is P-complete
[31] and can be solved in time linear in the size of the database and linear in the
size of the tree. In the case that all individual rules are acyclic (conjunctive
queries), it is known from [31] that monadic datalog over arbitrary axes can be
evaluated in linear time.
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XPath
In [33], it is shown that XPath 1 is in PTIME w.r.t. combined complexity. This re-
sult is originally obtained through a dynamic programming algorithm [33]. How-
ever, the dynamic programming algorithm computes many useless intermediate
results and consumes much memory. To fix this, a more efficient top-down al-
gorithm is given in [33] as well. This algorithm still runs in polynomial time,
with better worst-case upper bounds on running time and memory consumption
(namely time O(|A|3 · ||A|| · |Q|2) and space O(|A| · ||A|| · |Q|2)). Further work
on polynomial-time algorithms for full XPath 1 which elaborates on the results
of [33] and integrates them into a native XML database management system can
be found in [12]. This work also shows how to integrate XQuery and efficient
XPath processing using a single native algebra.
Positive Core XPath is complete for LOGCFL, a parallel complexity class in
NC2 (combined complexity). In [34], LogCFL membership is proven for a much
larger fragment of XPath than Core XPath which excludes only a very small num-
ber of features apart from negation from full XPath – it even supports arithmetics
and aggregations. Unfortunately, the positive result on the parallel complexity
of positive XPath does not even extend to Core XPath (with negation): Core
XPath is PTime-hard (combined complexity) [34].
This PTime-hardness result essentially depends on the presence of transitive
axes: Core XPath using only the Child , Child−1, NextSibling , and NextSibling−1
axes is in LogSpace w.r.t. combined complexity [34].
The precise complexity of Core XPath with only forward or only downward
axes (Child and Child+) remains open, even though these are fragments that
have important applications in the context of tree pattern matching and stream
processing.
The data complexity of XPath depends on encodings. XPath 1.0 on DOM
trees (pointer structures) is LogSpace-complete if the concatenation operation
on strings and multiplication are excluded from the language.
So far, we have always assumed that the input is basically given as a pointer
structure. But XML documents can also be considered in their natural textual
(string) representation. The distinction is only relevant for the very small com-
plexity classes inside LogSpace, for which completeness is usually defined in
terms of reductions not strong enough to map between DOM trees and strings.
On string representations, Core XPath was shown to be in TC0 [34], a complexity
class inside LogSpace.
The query complexity of XPath 1.0 is in LogSpace [33]. This is a slightly
curious fact. While for virtually all known traditional query languages, the query
complexity is greater than the data complexity by at least an exponential factor
(cf. e.g. [1]), this is not the case of XPath.
The PTime-hardness of Core XPath suggests (but does not prove) [39] that
any query evaluation algorithm has to consume at least linear amounts of memory.
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For the more restrictive stream processing scenario, this can be proven: It has
been shown in [40] that any streaming algorithm for the Boolean Core XPath
queries must consume memory at least linear in the depth of the data tree. Of
course, there are trees whose depth is linear in their size, so one can interpret this
result in the sense that there can be no streaming algorithm for Core XPath that
takes space less than linear in the size of the XML stream. Memory-efficient – and
thus scalable – stream processing for XPath is, from a certain point of view, in the
worst case impossible. Fortunately, XML trees tend to be shallow in practice, so
showing this lower bound tight can be considered a positive result. And indeed,
the following is implicit in [60, 70]: Let T be a tree-language. If T is definable
by an MSO-sentence, then T can be recognized by a streaming algorithm using
memory O(depth(·)). It follows that there is a streaming algorithm for Boolean
Core XPath with memory consumption O(depth(·)).
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